
A Sermon on the #TaoFu of Activism, Advocacy, and Religion 

Sermon by Rev. Minister Angela Smith of COPE for November 8th, 2020 (and beyond) 

 

I begin with this question: Am I inviting people to learn and discuss equally with a 

willingness to learn myself OR am I forcing/coercing others to believe in unquestioning 

agreement with my position?  I see myself as inviting people to learn and discuss equally 

with a willingness to learn myself and opposing forcing/coercing others to believe in 

unquestioning agreement with my position.  Whether you are an activist or proselytizer of 

any cultural influence or storefront, I ask that you ask yourself the same question with 

which I began and answer honestly (including intellectually).  Problem-solving of any 

variety involves trial and error, sometimes error and trial.  #TaoFu.   But, any practice 

that undermines the fundamental equality of every human being in the eyes of God and/or 

the law is something I can't in good conscience support.  It is my opinion that 

forcing/coercing others to believe unquestioningly in my position/perspective would be to 

deny the equality of those so subjugated to my position/perspective thereby negate the 

premise of my church. 

 

This sermon is about hypocrisy and where to effectively draw the line between being 

#TaoFu Positive, #TaoFu Negative, and totally #TaoFu.  #TaoFu has been explained 

thoroughly in past sermons and through church literature including the bylaws and FAQs.  

You may need to return to the "Lingo and Manipulation" sermon from October 25th, 

2020 for more information on what is meant by #TaoFu in general.  For the purposes of 

this sermon, #TaoFu Positive means the individual is honest and more virtuous than 

vicious.  #TaoFu Negative means the individual is dishonest and more vicious than 

virtuous.  And, totally #TaoFu means equally honest and virtuous to dishonest and 

vicious in word and deed. 

 

I happen to have studied the US Constitution and Holy Bible extensively.  I'm a big fan 

of both.  And, I think the line for activism in light of both documents referenced is to 

Divest and Boycott.  The government is not an activist organization and respects all of us 

equally while considering issues of importance those that impact the greatest number of 

people while paying lip service to special interests more often than not.  So, with severely 

offensive actions such as torture, rape, false imprisonment, kidnapping, labor trafficking, 

and sex trafficking, regardless of demographics involved on either side, those are all 

crimes which is the strongest message the legislature and executive offices can make 

about those activities and their legality or lack thereof.  The free market has stated the 

line is to Divest and Boycott anything you believe doesn't deserve support.  And, the 

government is there to accept evidence and information that will redress grievances and 

help keep the peace with respect to everyone's interests and individual liberties. 

 

I believe PETA has been referenced as "cultlike and abusive" by more people than 

myself.  There's a whole article about it here: https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-

xpm-2001-01-18-0101180005-story.html  And, legislators have taken action against their 

death camps: "A new Virginia law may put PETA’s high-kill animal shelter out of the 

euthanasia business."  Source: https://www.huffpost.com/entry/peta-shelter-virginia-bill-

sb-1381_n_6942866  So, there are remedies at law, even for the animals.  But, PETA 



tactics land their own volunteers/recruits in jail and sometimes dead.  Two PETA 

employees (not just volunteers, employees) charged with 31 counts of animal cruelty.  

Source: https://www.consumerfreedom.com/press-releases/109-peta-employees-face-31-

felony-animal-cruelty-charges-for-killing-dumping-dogs/  Animal Rights activist killed 

by truck driver who has been charged for it by law enforcement.  Source: 

https://www.trucknews.com/transportation/truck-driver-charged-in-death-of-animal-

rights-activist/1003142773/  Now, say you have no investment either way in PETA, how 

much power do they have over you and your life?  Vegans represent 0.5% of the US 

population.  Do you think they should get 0.5% control over your life?  Is at least 0.5% of 

your diet vegan?  Then they got to you too or you are an omnivore and if that's the 

standard likely been more vegan than not your entire life which a virtuous Vegan would 

recognize as #TaoFu Positive rather than demand you hand your life entirely over to 

PETA in terms of life choices that impact health and wellness. 

 

I see activist organizations like PETA given the record of both being a target of criminal 

prosecutions, legislative reforms to address issues at PETA, and even having vigilante 

truck drivers at times run their followers down to all be signs that such is not effective in 

keeping the peace to say the least.  All protests are to be peaceful.  Peaceable assembly is 

protected, rioting and other criminal activities is not and you can go to jail for it.  So, any 

organization that is suggesting you go beyond a peaceful divest and boycott campaign to 

me is intentionally trying to lead well-meaning people to prison since they can't euthanize 

followers who seem like they'd be better off dead legally at this time based on PETA's 

own rhetoric and practices.  PETA is enthusiastic about the zero population growth 

agenda. 

 

So, for me, I don't see protesting as effective and particularly not the way PETA does it.  

I participated in "Fur Free Friday" every Black Friday for years to protest the sale and/or 

purchase of fur downtown.  It was ineffective, resulted in one passerby (though it was a 

silent vigil just holding signs) slapping an elderly woman who was protesting with us 

while stating they were now going to buy a bunch of fur coats when that wasn't initially 

planned.  Now, in some places bans have gone in place locally on the retail sale of fur, 

but, it can still be sold wholesale and/or out of those jurisdictions.  It can be ordered from 

home online and delivered to your home if you live in that jurisdiction.  So, that's 

something.  And, as you may already know, Whole Foods got a restraining order against 

vegan activists (Direct Action Everywhere).  Source: 

https://fortune.com/2018/10/09/whole-foods-california-restraining-order/.  It doesn't bode 

well for civilization when those claiming to be the most ethical among us don't respect 

the equal rights of others prior to government involvement.   

 

I'd say if you would be uncomfortable with someone who disagrees with you passionately 

on any issue protesting you physically, in person, aggressively, trespassing, destroying 

property, and/or threatening you, your employees, or your family, then you should expect 

that such would make others who are your social and lawful equals with the same rights 

you hold uncomfortable.  If you think, "If someone showed up to my sanctuary and 

destroyed my fences while insulting me in an aggressive or violent manner, I'd call the 

police and press charges", then you now understand the other side if you've ever been on 



either side, I've been on both.  And, it is either violence or performance art.  If 

performance art, you can't be angry that people don't get out of it what inspired you to do 

it.  You can't be an artist and reject feedback.  That's rule number one.  And, many people 

consider Graffiti a form of public/urban/street art.  But, people get arrested for using 

other people's property as a canvas without permission.  See: 

https://www.qgazette.com/articles/three-graffiti-vandals-arrested/  Depending on how 

well the art is received by actual art critics or aficionados, you may be able to use art and 

self-expression as a defense or not.  Jurisdictions matter and differ on these points as 

well.  But, if you are a crusader with no sense of humor, that's scary as shit and I'd feel 

better if they locked you up too.  Sorry, not sorry.  Dark sense of humor is okay, but, 

some people assume the risk and sometimes never fully realize it until it is too late.  That 

goes for contracts as well. 

 

If you are sincere about any social issues you cover now with activism, I'd suggest 

balancing activism with advocacy.  The activism being more performance art and 

investigative reporting with understanding why peaceable assembly is warranted as well 

as what, if anything at all, may be gained for the cause, by protesting in any manner 

chosen, besides media attention.  And, if you ignore all the other stories on media except 

those related to your cause or issue, expect everyone else is doing the same thing where 

your issue/cause isn't their own.  Animal Rights story on CNN, mute.  Commercial for 

new Jumbo Jack at Jack In The Box.  Keys.  Why?  Because, that person didn't find the 

animal rights sound-bite compelling nor intellectually stimulating. 

 

Now, with advocacy, you can provide direct service and care to those suffering any 

number of unnecessary current challenges or injuries.  This can mean running an animal 

sanctuary where you directly care for nonhuman animals by giving them the life they so 

richly deserve.  This can mean running something like the HEAL Mission as a victim and 

consumer's advocate providing resources for redress of grievances through proper 

reporting as well as investigative reporting to warn the public of known offenders.  Of 

course, HEAL Mission is the first step for those enrolled in the COPE Conversion 

Program.  Or, it can mean extensive research, expansive understanding of the US 

Constitution and limitations on government, accurate scientific reporting, and 

recommendations for legislative reforms that improve the quality of life for everyone 

without infringing on anyone else's civil liberties that hopefully won't be a burden to the 

taxpayer while addressing the issue you cover. 

 

For the record, I see PETA as #TaoFu Negative and myself as #TaoFu Positive with 

some totally #TaoFu moments.  And, I honestly believe religiously committedly 

practicing and promoting Truth and Virtue will save lives and help everyone be less 

hypocritical.  I know that PETA's undue influence has gotten many of my friends arrested 

over the years, some of whom spent many years in prison.  I think that's evil though 

understand said friends believed they were doing something subjectively justifiable 

though not objectively justifiable and the courts really care more about objectively 

justifiable unless self-defense is involved then subjectively justifiable plays a role.  So, 

my recommendation for all activists everywhere is try to be as objective as possible in 

reaching your objectives.  Objectively means "in a way that is not influenced by personal 



feelings or opinions." and "in a way that is not dependent on the mind for existence; 

actually."  Objectivity means "the quality of being objective." with similar words 

including fairness and impartiality.   The definitions above are provided by Oxford 

Languages via Google.  Subjective means "based on or influenced by personal feelings, 

tastes, or opinions.".  And, subjectivity means "the quality of being based on or 

influenced by personal feelings, tastes, or opinions." and "the quality of existing in 

someone's mind rather than the external world."  Subjugation means "bring under 

domination or control, especially by conquest." and "make someone or something 

subordinate to."  Therefore, when activists approach an objective person with a subjective 

proposal it feels like the activist wants to subjugate the objective person to the objective 

person particularly where the arguments are emotional rather than well-reasoned and 

fact-based with consideration of all variables and knowledge of the full scope of any 

suggested changes to be made.  Approach the government with objective solutions to 

problems even if your reason for suggesting them is subjective and based on personal 

beliefs, feelings, or lifestyle choices. 

 

Approach the public knowing that for every time you suggest someone go vegan, 

someone somewhere is introducing another person to their first Big Mac.  And, that may 

be a treasured memory for some.  I'm not a Big Mac eater myself.  But, my paternal 

grandfather, whom I rarely saw, did take me to Jack In The Box as a treat on a visit.  He 

said I could order anything I wanted.  I ordered a cheeseburger, small onion rings, and 

small fries (I was around 10 years old) with a soda.  He's been dead for decades now.  

But, on occasion, I still order that and think of him.  That's the power of blood and 

sentiment.  You don't stand a chance.  0.5% is a joke and it sickens me that I or anyone 

else devoted time and money to that when I could've been running my church or 

volunteering at Teen Feed (soup kitchen for homeless youth in U-District) the whole 

time.  But, started up in 2002 and here we are now.   

 

Take a look at everything and decide if this is the future you want in the event you are 

devoted to any cause that you put above all other considerations for any reason.  If you 

want to be in the position I am currently in when you are 47 years old, stick with it and 

make sure your choices were all your own because if not boy will you want to join my 

church or start one of your own if you haven't already.  God may be the answer for you 

too.  Find out what it takes to be ordained by COPE by visiting 

https://www.cope.church/certification.htm .  The church where everyone is equal 

including me though perhaps not all #TaoFu Positive all the time.  Are you?  Didn't think 

so.  That's called being humbly human.  But, I work on it and I hope that shows. 

   

There are opportunities to send messages, receive mystery bonus blessings, and more 

with or without donating available now on our "Pass the Basket" page at 

https://www.cope.church/basket.htm .  Thank You. 

 

"And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."  John 8:32 KJV  Willful 

blindness is an abomination. 

 



COPE accepts Feedback, critical and complimentary.  Learn more at 

https://www.cope.church/feedback.htm .  For the sake of keeping myself and others 

humble, a sense of humor is welcome on all sides. 

 

For More About COPE and the HEAL Mission, see: 

 

https://www.cope.church   and   https://www.heal-online.org 


